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1. PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT OVERVIEW:
The contract "Near Field Interaction of Microwave Signals with a Bounded Plasma
Plume" (under Cooperative Agreement NCC3-127) was awarded to the University of
Texas at Austin in January 1989. The objective of the project is to study the effect of the
arcjet thruster plume on the performance of an on-board satellite reflector antenna. The
total amount awarded, $50,000 + $50,000 -- $100,000, covers the two-year period from
January 20, 1989 to January 19, 1991.
Technical Monitor: Dr. Afroz Zaman
M.S. 54-8
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Tel: (216)-433-3415
FAX: (216)-433-6371
Principal Investigators: Dr. Hao Ling and Dr. Gary A. Hallock
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1084
Tel: (512)-471-1710 (H.L.)
(512)-471-4965 (G.A.H.)
FAX: (512)-471-5445
Other Investigators: Mr. Hyeongdong Kim and Mr. Bjorn Birkner
Graduate Students
This final report covers the two-year period from Janurary 20, 1989 to January 19,
1991, with special emphasis on the work performed during the second year.
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(1) Drs. Ling and Hallock visited NASA Lewis Research Center on February 3, 1989 for
a kick-off meeting on the project. They each presented an one-hour talk on the plasma
modeling and antenna aspects of the project.
(2) Dr. Zaman visited the University of Texas at Austin on August 25, 1989 for an interim
review of the project. She also toured the microwave and plasma fusion facilities.
(3) Drs. Ling and Hallock visited NASA Lewis Research Center on February 16, 1990 to
report the progress and discuss future directions of the project.
(4) Drs. Ling and Hallock visited NASA Lewis Research Center on July 30, 1990 to
report on the project and discuss the experimental aspects with Mr. Bjorn Birkner,
who participated in the summer graduate student program.
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FIRST-YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(1) Plasma modeling has been carried out. Electron density data supplied by NASA on
the arcjet plume has been used for an in-depth modeling of the spatial plume prof'de as
a function of arcjet power and mixture ratio. Spatial permittivity distribution of the
plume based on the cold plasma model has been derived for the microwave
propagation modeling.
(2) The finite temperature effect in the arcjet plume have been studied and found to be
negligible for the range of operating conditions encountered in laboratory arcjets.
(3) A two-dimensional ray-tracing code for an arbitrary inhomogeneous plasma has been
developed. It will calculate the ray path as well as the phase, amplitude and
polarization of the associated ray optics field.
(4) The numerical results from the 2-D ray tracing algorithm have been compared to exact
solutions available for several special media, e.g., Maxwelrs fisheye and a
quadratically varying ionosphere. Good agreement is obtained given enough precision
in the numerical calculations.
(5) A two-dimensional reflector pattern computation code has been implemented. A ray-
tube integration scheme is used to calculate the far field from the ray optics field
transmitted through the plume. The far field performance degradation of reflectors in
the presence of the plume has been calculated in 2-D. It is found that in addition to
gain loss, beam broadening and sidelobe deterioration, a significant beam squint can
occur due to refraction of ray paths in the plume.
(6) In order to determine the lower frequency bound of validity of the ray approach, the
scattering of a plane wave by an inhomogeneous circular cylinder was formulated
using ray optics. The ray results were compared to (i) a special medium where the
exact solution to this problem exists, and (ii) a layered cylinder model where again the
exact solution can be found. The agreement between the ray results and the exact
solutions is excellent when the cylinder radius is above 3 free-space wavelengths.
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(7)
(8)
(9)
A three-dimensional ray-tracing code has being developed. The 3-D calculation of
field amplitude is significantly more complicated than the 2-D version. In addition, the
rotation of the polarization vector due to the non-planar nature of the ray path is
properly taken into account. Preliminary results of the 3-D implementation have been
verified by the exact results available in Maxwell's fisheye.
A three-dimensional reflector pattern computation code has been implemented. A ray-
tube integration scheme is used to calculate the far field from the ray optics field
transmitted through the plume. The far field performance degradation of reflectors in
the presence of the plume has been calculated in 3-D. Reflector performance
degradation such as beam squint, beam broadening, sidelobe deterioration and cross
polarization can be evaluated quantitatively.
Plans for possible experimental validation of the numerical modeling has been
initiated. Both near field and far field measurement setups are under investigation.
We are also looking into using microwave interferometer for non-invasive plume
diagnostics.
(i)
SECOND-YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Collisional effects in the arcjet plasma which can result in wave attenuation were
investigated. They were found to be negligible for the range of operating conditions
encountered in the laboratory arcjet plume.
(2)
(3)
Using the ray modeling codes developed in the fLrst year, 3-D reflector performance
degradation information such as gain loss, pointing error, sidelobe levels and cross
polarization have been tabulated for different plume-to-reflector configurations. It was
found that the plume effect on the reflector performance is strongly dependent on the
position of the reflector with respect to the arcjet thruster.
Plans for experimental validation of the numerical ray modeling were initiated at the
end of the first year. It was decided that reflector far-field measurements would be
diffcult to realize in the laboratory, especially in view of the vacuum environment
necessary for arcjet operation. A near-field experiment has therefore been further
pursued. Since the plume effect is expected to be small, wall reflection inside the
vacuum facility is an important consideration. Vacuum compatible absorbers were
considered for damping out wall reflections. (Several sheets of Eccosorb FDS were
purchased for testing.) In addition, the software time-gating feature of the HP8510
network analyzer was extensively investigated. By making measurements over a
broad frequency range and Fourier transforming to the time domain, software gating
can be applied in the time domain to eliminate the reflection signals. Measurements of
a dielectric (paraffin) lens were made in the laboratory and the results demonstrated
that this concept can be applied with good accuracy.
(4) Our graduate student, Bjorn Birkner, participated in the NASA summer program. He
interacted closely with both the propulsion group and the antenna group and utilized
the in-house facility at NASA to set up microwave experiments similar to those
performed at Texas. The feasibility of the plume/reflector near-field experiment using
NASA's vacuum facility was further investigated. Measurement accuracy and aliasing
errors from the software time-gating concept were also considered in more detail. At
the end of the summer, he assisted Dr. Zaman in putting together a detailed cost
estimate of carrying out the experiment.
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(5) Further development in the ray modeling code has been carded out, with the aim of
supporting the experimental effort. First, the 3-D near-field calculation has been
implemented, in order to simulated the experimental setup. Next, the variable step size
feature in the ray tracing routines was implemented to improve the efficiency of the ray
code. This capability would allow larger reflectors to be modeled. Finally, the effect
of a sharp plume boundary has been investigated in order to (i) simulate experiments
carried out in a non-vacuum environment, such as measuring the scattering pattern
from a dielectric lens, and (ii) model sharp plume boundaries which may occur in high
power arcjets. Preliminary results showed good agreement when compared with exact
solutions for simple scatterers.
(6) In parallel with the experimental effort, an independent validation of the 3-D ray
tracing code has been carried out. The scattering from an inhomogeneous sphere was
considered. The series expansion solution to the scattering from a multi-layered
sphere was implemented to approximate the exact solution to the problem. The
agreement between the ray results and the reference solution is quite good when the
sphere diameter is above 6 wavelengths, especially in the forward scattering region.
This conf'u'ms the validity of the ray calculation and further supports our earlier results
on the reflector performance prediction.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) From measurement data and theoretical calculations made on the arcjet plasma, we find that
higher order effects such as anisotropy due to the earth's magnetic field, finite plasma
temperature and attenuation due to collisions are small for low-power arcjets (- 1 kW). A
simple collisionless cold plasma model should be adequate in describing the plume plasma.
(2) Electromagnetic modeling using the approximate ray theory has been verified against various
exact solutions for both two- and three-dimensional scatterers. We find that the ray theory is
accurate as long as the size of the plume scatterer is on the order of 5 wavelengths or greater.
The accuracy of the ray theory is particularly good in the forward scattering region (i.e., the
transmitted field through the plume). In the reflector antenna study, we are mainly interested
in this region.
(3) The far-field patterns of the reflector in the presence of the plume have been computed for
different reflector-to-plume configurations and the resulting performance degradation have
been tabulated. As the arcjet power is increased, a gradual degradation of the reflector pattern
is observed. The most significant and interesting effect is a beam squinting phenomenon
where the antenna mainbeam tends to tilt away from the plume region. Associated with this
phenomenon are antenna gain loss and pointing error. The amount of degradation in the
antenna performance is also found to be strongly dependent on the specific plume-to-reflector
configuration. Finally, for low-power arcjets in the 1-kW class, the plume effect on the
antenna performance is almost negligible.
(4) Experimental verification of the results predicted by the ray theory may be difficult and costly.
A near-field measurement performed inside a vacuum facility is probably the most feasible
option, as oppose to carrying out a far field test. Since an anechoic vacuum chamber is
difficult to achieve, additional signal processing techniques such as time-gating are needed to
prevent wall reflections from contaminating the measurement.
(5) The computer modeling capabilities developed in this work can be applied to predict the plume
impact on microwave links in more realistic antenna and arcjet configurations, such as those
found on the AT&T TELSTAR-4 communication satellite.
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2 Plasma Modeling
As a medium for the propagation of electromagnetic waves, a plasma is refrac-
tive, lossy, dispersive, nonlinear, and inhomogeneous (and additionally resonant,
anisotropic, and non-reciprocal if magnetized).
2.1 Wave Propagation
Wave propagation is governed by Maxwell's equations.
Faraday's laws yields the wave equation
Assuming:
0 - 0_
v × (v × g) + _(,o: + .o,o-g_-)
Combining Ampere's and
=0
1. Linearity (wave fields sufficiently small so current is a linear function of electric
field)
2. Medium is homogeneous in space and time
can Fourier analyze the fields and currents
and write an Ohm's law expression for each Fourier mode
where _ is the conductivity tensor.
The plasma does not satisfy the spatial uniformity assumption. However, if
gradients are sufficiently small then locally the above analysis can be applied. An
eikonel or geometrical optics approximation can be used.
For a single Fourier mode the wave equation yields
£ × (_ × g) + i_(u0e • ff - ,0u0i,o_) = 0
(ff - k_z + J_0_) E = 0
where I is the unit dyad and _ the dielectric tensor
= (.oi + La)
{M
The plasma properties may be equivMently specified by g or e. For a nontrivizd
solution for/_
da(£g- k_I+ _o_) = o
which is the dispersion relation, relating/_ and w for different waves. Its solution
also gives the wave polarization.
If the plasma is not immersed in a magnetic field it can usually be treated as
an isotropic medium. Then
6" = o'I
g= EI
where o" and e are the scalar conductivity and permittivity. The determinant reduces
to
aa(££- k_l + _#o_) = (-k 2+ w_#0_)2(w_o_)
which is equal to zero if
W2#o_ - k 2 = 0
or
w_/_0 c = 0
The first equation represents a solution with transverse polarization of the electric
field (k-E = 0) while the second is a longitudinal solution (k × E = 0).
The transverse solution
can be expressed in terms of the index of refraction of the medium (vp = w/k)
c
up
and is of interest here.
The longitudinal wave dispersion relation is _ = 0, which can have a nontrivial
solution in a plasma.
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2.2 Plasma Analysis
We consider an infinite, uniform, unmagnetized Lorentz plasma. The Lorentz model
assumes
1. Electrons interact with each other only through collective spacecharge forces.
2. Ions and neutrals can be regarded as a continuous stationary fluid through
which the electrons move with viscous friction
We analyze the motion of individual representative particles, ignoring the statistical
correlations in the electrons position and velocity.
In addition, we ignore thermal particle motion (T, = T/ = 0), which is valid
when vts << c and vp .-- c (cold plasma). We therefore assume the only particle
motion comes from the wave fields. This is governed by the Lorentz equation.
2.2.1 Collisionless Model
The electron motion is given by
The wave fields are related by
which gives
dlY
rnd--_ = q(/_ + fi"x g)
FE q E v_ c
FB qv B v v
Therefore the wave's magnetic force on the plasma can be neglected, and the Lorentz
equation reduces to
d_Y
m_- =q/_
In the Fourier analysis lYis harmonic
-iwrn_ = qffS
The current density is given by
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f = qnff
which gives the plasma conductivity (J= tr/_)
com e
and permittivity
i
E---- CO-_- --0"
co
Defining the plasma frequency
2 2
cop _ We q- co_
nee 22
_.oTri, e
yields the cold plasma permittivity
e = eo(1 - w_)
COS
and the dispersion relation
k = - -coi
c
2.2.2 Collisional Model
The influence of discrete positive ions and neutral molecules in a plasma can be rep-
resented to good approximation by including a viscous damping term, proportional
to velocity, in the electron equation of motion
dff -eE - vmff
mdt =
With Fourier analysis this yields
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_(_ - i_)
Using J= -en_ = ¢r/_ gives
e2n
o'--
,aft, - i,_)
The perrnittivity is given by
i
_= _0-J- --Or
0J
which gives
_r=l
2
OJp
_(i. +_)
or
_ )+ )
Now using
C
gives the collisional dispersion relation
k w w_ +
Three frequency regimes can be identified:
1. Low frequencies w < v. The high plasma conductivity for DC and low fre-
quency fields is obtained.
2. Intermediate frequencies v < tv < wp. Here the plasma will not propagate an
EM wave, similar to a waveguide in cutoff. The wave penetration is the order
of the wavelength of a free space wave at the plasma frequency.
3. High frequencies w > o.,p. The plasma is a relatively low-loss dielectric. This
is the regime of interest.
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For the high frequency regime, using
yields
and therefore
x
,( )k---c - _ 1+ 2w3( l_w_/w2 )
(
c w 2 ] 2w 3
The real refractive index is quite insensitive to collisional damping. The attenuation
is small except near the plasma frequency.
2.2.3 Collisions
For a partially ionized gas
Vtotat -_- Yen -}- l"ei
where v,,, is the electron-neutral collision frequency and v,i is the electron-ion col-
lision frequency.
The degree of ionization above which Coulomb collisions dominate is strongly
temperature dependent. At 7", --_ 0.1 eV the critical ionization is small, the order of
10 -5 - 10 -s. The arcjet operates with n_ _,- 5 x 10-4n, and T_ from 0.1 to 0.3 eV
(Carney NASA TM 102284).
For a Maxwellian velocity distribution
v,i=8.4x 10 -5 n, s- 1
(T,)3/_
with n in crn -_ and T, in eV. For n, = 101° cm -3 and T, = 0.l eV
v,i = 2.7 x 10 r s -1
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The collision frequency for the scattering of charged particles of species ct by
neutrals is
Va n _- FLn_r oln _ _ _
S-1
where nn is the neutral density and tr_,,_ is the cross section, typically ,,_ 5 × 10-:Sere 2
and weakly dependent on temperature. For electrons
v,n = 2.1 × 10-rn,,V/_ s -x
with nn in cm -3 and T, in eV. For nn = 2 × 10 la cm -z and T, = 0.3 eV
Urn = 2.3 × 106 S -1
These calculations are consistent with Carney's mean free path estimates
Using
and
"_,i = 3 - 200 cm
A,n = 20 - 4000 cm
/J = nO'*3 = --
A
fi(T, = 0.1 eV) = 2.1 x 10 r cm/s
gives
9(T_ = 0.3 eV) = 3.7 x 107 cm/s
1.1 x l0 s < v,i < 7x l0 ss -1
9.3 x 10 3 < v_, < 1.9 x lO ss -1
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2.2.4 Attenuation
Using the following parameters
n : 101° cm -3 ::_ w v = 5.65 × 109 s-'
p : 3 × 107 s-'
in
"' (
C W 2 ] 2U, '3
yields, for w : 1.2wv, attenuation and skin depth
a = 0.0628 m -1
1
d_-- -- 15.9 m
o_
For w = 1.5w v the results are
a = 0.0298 m -1
1
- - 33.6 rn
o_
and forw=Sw v
a : 0.00203 rn -1
1
6 -- -- 492 m
ot
Conclusions:
1. The attenuation is small for the low power arcjet, even close to the plasma
frequency.
2. Attenuation could be a factor in signal degradation in higher power arcjets if
v increases about an order of magnitude. This will depend on how the plasma
density and temperature scales.
3. These results can be incorporated into our ray-tracing codes. A perturbation
technique is most appropriate, where the ray trajectory is unchanged (the
collisional 3 is unchanged from the collisionless model) but the attenuation a
is carried along giving exponential attenuation of the ray amplitude.
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2.3 Plume Electron Density Model
°
.
.
.
We have modeled the plume profile as a function of space and arcjet power,
based on Carney's experimental measurements and motivated by NASA mod-
eling.
We have initially used a simple model allowing linear optimization: n, =
Alemp(-_O)/r 2 .
We have also evaluated Reynold's model using nonlinear optimization: n_ =
Aoezp{ -IX( 1 - cos(0)] N } / z 2.
Future work will include modeling other functions to the experimental data,
to eliminate the on-axis discontinuity and test the ray-tracing code sensitivity
to the model details.
5. Our modeling programs allow optimization of almost any function with the
experimental data available. The code provides the least squared error for
comparison.
6. We have also modeled the arcjet power dependence, based on the experimental
data: n_ = n_(P = 1025 W)Kpe:cp(j3pP).
7. The work has been done on a DEC microVAX workstation, using IMSL math
routines and IDL processing/plotting software.
8. The output of this modeling is the input to the ray-tracing codes. We have also
used the microVAX capabilities for interactive 3-d display of the ray-tracing
code output.
Figures 1 - 5 illustrate this work. The analysis is described in detail in Publi-
cation 8 (B. W. Birkner M.S. Thesis).
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Proposed Experimental Pro_iram
Experimental verification of our present results is a logical next step in our
program. This should be done in parallel with configuration studies and ad-
vanced modeling/code development.
Experimental verification is very important because the geometrical optics
assumptions which underlie the ray-tracing methods may not be well satisfied
by the plasma plume.
In addition, it appears that the equipment and experimental setup used for
code validation could be used as a microwave interferometer for plume electron
density measurements.
Near-Field Measurements
The issue for satellite communications is the plume effect on the far-field
antenna radiation pattern.
Far-field measurements are difficult to simulate in the laboratory, however,
with the plume vacuum requirements. A far-field experiment might be possible
in the 19 m NASA, tank, but would require dedicated use of the tank and
would only allow limited angular measurements.
Therefore a near-field experiment seems more appropriate. It will require
much less space, and allow measurements over the entire antenna pattern.
A near field experiment is also a very sensitive test of our code. If our near-
field calculations are verified correct then our far-field calculations are very
accurate.
We propose a near field experiment be undertaken during the summer of 1990.
One of our graduate students, Bjorn Birkner, will work on-site at NASA Lewis.
We would hope equipment costs can be kept low by making use of microwave
components available at NASA Lewis and UT Austin.
Electron Density Measurements
Experimental measurements of the plasma electron density are important for
optimizing arcjet performance. The profile is also a fundamental parameter
in our communication degradation studies.
It appears that the experimental apparatus required for code verification can
also be used for microwave interferometry. Additional components required
are:
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(a) Two microwave lenses to focus the antenna radiation and provide spatial
resolution.
(b) Microwave hardware (waveguide, beamsplitters, etc.) to configure the
system as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
(c) A mounting structure (or beam steering capabilities) to allow positioning
the beam with respect to the plasma.
2.4.3 ComParison of Interferometry with Probe Measurements
ADVANTAGES:
.
2.
.
°
It is completely non-invasive.
It can be applied to higher power arcjets (and in fact will work better). Lang-
muir probes will be restricted to the edge region of high power thrusters.
It can provide measurements close to the thruster nozzle (Langmuir probes
appear to be limited to about 12 cm). Data near the arcjet nozzle are needed
to understand plume anomalies (rt_ increases with increased flow rate; expect
more recombination, etc.).
It might be capable of resolving probe measurement uncertainties, due to
unknown factors such as the "wetted" current collection area.
5. Cross-section or even full 3-D profiles can be made in a short time.
6. It has a fast time response (typically sub-milhsecond) for transient measure-
ments.
7. It has high noise immunity (excellent environmental isolation). The system
should operate well in pulsed ignition experiments, for example.
DISADVANTAGES:
1. The measurement is inherently chord-integrated and requires Abel or tomo-
graphic inversion. Langmuir probes provide a highly localized measurement.
2. Application ofinterferometry to low power (4 1 KW) arcjets appears feasible,
but nontrivial. It is near the lower limit of plasma size x density needed for
the measurement. However, all aspects should improve as the arcjet program
evolves to higher power thrusters.
3. Interferometry is more complex and costly than probe measurements.
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2.4.4 Proposed Arcjet Interferometer
CONSTRAINTS;
1. To avoid dissipative and nonlinear effects the operating frequency should be
several times the plasma frequency.
2. The probing wavelength should be small compared to the plasma diameter,
to minimize refractive effects.
3. The probing beam should be small compared to the plasma size, to provide
good spatial resolution.
4. The operating frequency must not be too far above the plasma frequency or
the phase shift will be too small to measure.
INITIAL DESIGN:
1. 10 GHz operating frequency (The plasma frequency is _ 1 GHz for ne =
]01° cm -3.
2. Obtain a phase shift of _ 10 degrees for a 20 cm chord-integrated average
density of 101° cm -3.
3. Spatial resolution will be the order of 3 cm, the beam wavelength. This is 15
% of a 20 cm plume diameter.
4. A heterodyne configuration is being evaluated.
A block diagram of the proposed interferometer is shown in Fig. 6.
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plume
attenuator phase reference _ (
shifter signal
_t-wave
source
i detector I
amplifier
Microwave Interferometer for Plasma Density Measurements.
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3. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING I
3.1. New Developments in Ray Code
Emphasis: Support experimental effort
1. 3-D Near Field Calculation
2. Modeling Scatterer Boundary
3. Variable Step Size Ray Tracing
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l. 3-D Near Field Calculation I
E
cO
IZ3(D
f=10 GHz
A1 =1E13
x
Y
100 cm
• "
Z
I
I
99cm T_.,_ut
r
100 cm
,ip
Approach:
• Launch a uniformly spaced set of rays from source antenna.
• Obtain a set of non-uniformly spaced exit rays on the _' out.
• Use "near-field" ray tube integration to calculate the field distribution
on T. OUi
Near-field ray tube integration:
F--'(_) = fRay tube
dS' { io31ag(i,i') [_xH(_')] + i°°l't VVg(7,r).[nxH(7)]
k 2
+vg(_,_')x[_xE(_')]]
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-D Results i
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3-D Results I
Data Sampling:
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2. Modeling Scatterer Boundary I
Sharp discontinuity
in refractive index
Scatterer
Motivation: Comparison with preliminary experiment
Approach :
1) Propagation through continuous inhomogeneous media
2) Reflection/refraction at boundary discontinuity
Incident
Reflected
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Scattering from 2-D Circular Dielectric Cylinder I
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11 Variable Step Size Ray Tracing !
• Fixed step size in ray tracing algorithm
::_ Too much computation time !!!
• Variable step size
Use large step size when refractive index
variation is small
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! Algorithm ']
_h(so+h)
F(so)
Local truncation error - Dn = I _h(So+h) - i_h/2(So+h) I
_h(s0+h ) : ray trajectory using step size h
_h/2(so+h) : ray trajectory using step size h/2
ERRLIM : error tolerance
Based on local error,
if Dn < ERRLIM, _h(S0+h) is accepted and increase stepsize
if Dn > ERRLIM, reduce step size and try again
Details in Conte and Boor, Elementary Numerical Analysis, 3rd ed.,
p 366-372,1981
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3.2. Validation of 3-D Ray Results ]
1) Layered model solution
Problem statement: Find the scattered field of a spherically inhomogeneous
sphere by modelling it as a multi-layered sphere.
Details in J. R. Wait, "Electromagnetic scattering from a radially
inhomogeneous sphere," Appli. Sci. Res., section B, vol. 10, pp. 441-450, 1963
X
/
a2
(r,x/2, 0)
incident plane wave
Eix = E_-Jkz
Far.field scattered field:
EoS= "k-r-J_°e_jkr CO_ P(0)
E¢ ---_-s-J_o e:lkr sin _ Q(0)
where
(2n+1) d_0P,n cnPn(cos 0)P(0) = _ n( 1) [ Bn (cos 0) + .
a=_ sin 0
e
(2n+l) BnPn(cos O) + Cn_d_p,n(co s O) ]Q(0) = _ n(n+ 1) [
n=l sin 0 dO
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A p A
Ju(kal)-j_Jn0ml)
HI l _.
",(2)' . -- (2)'
H_ 0m0-j_Ho 0m9
Cn = Jn0ml) -j_Jn0ml) with k=co_
=
Input impedance and admittance from the outside can be calculated from the
following recurrence relationship.
_ k [Jn_m-1)Nn(kam)-N'u(kam-l_n0r_,an0] +-_ZUm[]_n(kam-l)Ju(kam) - Jn0_am-1)Nn0V,am)]
Znm_l-j---_ [_n(kam_l)_n(kam). Nn(kam-1)Nn(kam)] +-'_-'znm[]_n(k, am.1),Jn0raln0 - Jn(kam-1)Sn(kam)]
_m-1 =_k [Jn0taml_n(kam)" Nn(kaml)Jn(kam)] +-_ -_'Ynm[]_''0r_tm'l_n(kam)- Jn0r_m'l)Sn. 0_am)]
jo_ .-'- .'-' ^ "" +J_P" n " "" " ^
[Jn(kam-1)Nn(kam)- Nn(kam-1)Nn(kam)] ---_Ym[Nn0r, am-1)Ju0r_am) - Jn(kam-1)Nn(kam)]
with m = M, M-I, .... ,1
A'
Zn • JnOm_
M =
AS
= ] Jn(ka_
jrlJn0m_O
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2) Ray formulation
The ray scattering formulation for validation is based on Huygens' principle as in
two-dimensional case. A dense grid of geometrical optics (GO) rays representing the
incident plane wave is shot toward the inhomogeneous object. The shot rays are
traced numerically, considering the discontinuous boundary and propagation inside
the object. Whenever the rays cross the Huygens' surface S, the contributions of the
rays to the scattered field are calculated by a ray-tube integration scheme.
Huygens' surface S
At discontinuous boundary:
The ray tangential vector, amplitude, polarization and wavefront curvature of
refflected ( or refracted ) are calculated from those of the incident ray using
Snelrs law, Fresnei's formulations for reflection (or refraction ) coefficient,
and phase matching.
Inside the object:
The ray trajectory, the associated phase, amplitude and polarization of the ray
field are traced numerically.
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Formulation of ray tube integration
: Integrate over ray-tube projection on Huygens' surface
3-D radiation integral in the far field:
A A
_, _ eJkr[0Ae+_A_
r
- jkjprojectio n
on S
_.= x._+y.y-_t
_= x_+yy+z_
_= v,,_+Vyy+V_
= k(cos¢ sinO _+sin_ sine _+cose _)
A
= cose cos_ _+cos0 sin¢'_-sin0
o: -sin,_-_os,
_("f) -- E(/_) exp{ -jkt. (/-/_ }
fi(F)---H(Fa)exp{-jkt. _-_a))-
Zo
exp{ -jkt-(_-_a) }
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ds
= jk elk'_ B°] (Area)proj S(0,@)
4_ LB_j
= 1 f 0_-v")'_'ds'S(0. ¢) (Are_,roj ,,,_.
d proJecUon
oaS
B o = (_><1_ + _0><I_)._ ffi [-nxEzcoS_ - nyE_in_ + nz(Eysin_ + Excos_)]
+ Ti[nx(Hzcos0sin_ + Hysin0) - ny(Hzcos0 + Hxsin0) + nz(HycosOcos_ - Hxcos0sin@)]
B0 = (0xi_ + TI@><I_)._
= nx(EzcoS 0sine + Eysin 0) - ny (Ezcos 0 + Exsin 0) + nz(Eycos 0cos _ - Excos 0sin _p)
+ Tl[n,,HzcosO + nyHzsin0 - nz(Hysir_ + Hxcos0)]
(Area)proj - _A 2 = (Area)Incl..)
IDFI2 n.v
(Area)in: initial ray-tube size
2Jl(u) u=kA sin[cos-l{(k-v")._}]S(O,¢)= u '
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3) Comparisons
Permittivity profile:
£r(r) = d + b(1-c cos_-a )
where
I+Er(O)
b =-
2
l-Er(O)
l+Er(O)
1
I
!
I
i
a 0 a
1
v
r
4O
(a)
40
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30 ......... KAY
20{
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0
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Comparion of the scattering cross section of an inhomogeneous where of
diameter 6X calculated using ray optics and that obtained from the multi-layered
solution. (a) er(O)=0.5. Co) ¢.r(0)=3.0.
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Abstract
A configuration is described to measure the effect of the plasma pro-
duced by an arcjet thruster on a reflector antenna. The diagnostic
consists of a small movable RF probe coupled to a Hewlett-Packard
HP 8510 network analyzer. Because the perturbation is expected to
be small (_ 10 ° phase shift) wall reflections are an important con-
sideration. To minimize their effect we use Fourier transform gating
techniques.
'Supported by the NASA Lewis Research Center
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INTRODUCTION
* Electric Propulsion for space applications has regained interest in
recent years due to availability of large power supplies for satel-
lites.
* Arcjet thrusters, one of the simplest devices, can attain specific
impulse levels above 400 sec. Arcjet thruster propulsion consists
in heating a flowing gas in a constricted volume by means of an arc
discharge thus obtaining thrust by heat expansion. See Figure 1.
• Use of arcjet thrusters for stationkeeping and attitude control can
potentially extend the lifetime of modern satellites up to ten years.
• Focus of this work is on the _ 1KW class arcjet thruster.
• Higher power arcjets are being developed for boosting satellites
from Earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit.
• The arcjet produces a weakly ionized plasma plume during opera-
tion. For this technology to be usable on communication satellites,
the signal degradation to and from the spacecraft due to refrac-
tion and attenuation of the microwave signals must be within
acceptable limits.
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• Establishing arc jet compatibility with microwave communications
requires both modeling and laboratory experiments, with neither
approach alone being able to predict the operation of an actual
system with adequate confidence:
1. Modeling is limited by plasma parameters which are not ac-
curately known, and difficulties inherent to wave propagation
calculations.
2. Experimental work is limited by laboratory simulation of the
space environment (boundary conditions, vacuum pressure,
and wall reflections).
insulator constricted volume expansion
nozzle
cathode
anode
injection disk plenum chamber
v
expanded
Figure 1: Arcjet Thruster
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PLUME MODELING AND RAY TRACING
• The arcjet produces a weakly ionized plasma which extends 10's
of centimeters from the arcjet nozzle. See Figure 2 for arcjet
geometry and coordinates.
• The cold plasma model provides a very good approximation to the
electromagnetic behavior, with index of refraction N given by:
N- _1 w2w_
where wp is the electron plasma frequency.
• The plasma frequency dependes on the electron number density (
w 2 = nee2/rneeo ), which has been measured experimentally with
Langmuir probes. The electron density is -_ 101°cm -3 close to the
thruster nozzle, and is well modeled by ne _x exp(-aO)/r 2 for all
arcjet operating conditions.(See Figure 2).
• A least squares fit to the data is shown in the contour plot in
Figure 3 along with the measurement locations.
• Microwave communication frequencies are typically only a factor
of 2-20 above the plasma frequency close to the thruster, and the
plasma behaves as a very dispersive medium.
• To study the effect of the plasma on the performance of on-board
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reflector antennas, the arcjet plume is modeled as an inhomoge-
neous scatterer with a smoothly varying refractive.index.
• Since the plume size is of the order of several wavelengths, geo-
metrical optics is used to calculate the wave propagation.
• Geometrical optics is implemented by means of numerical ray
tracing. Given the value of the electric and magnetic fields at
some point, the fields can then be calculated along a ray extend-
ing from that point.
• Once ray optics fields are obtained on some near-field aperture of
the antenna the far-field pattern can be obtained by the Fourier
Transform.
• Two-dimensional calculations have been performed indicating the
plume can cause serious pointing errors, especially for very narrow
beam antennas. In addition deterioration in both the main beam
and sidelobes has been observed in the calculations.
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
• Experimental validation is important because the geometrical op-
tics assumptions which underlie the ray-tracing methods are not
well satisfied by the plasma plume. For our work plume size _ )_
whereas geometrical optics requires plume size <_ _.
• Experimental measurement of the effect of the plume on the re-
flector antenna pattern is planned.
• Due to size limitations of vacuum chambers a far-field radiation
pattern is difficult to measure.
• A near-field radiation measurement is feasible and provides a very
sensitive test of our code. If near-field calculations are verified
correct then our far-field calculations are very accurate.
• The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 4. A 40 cm
diameter reflector antenna directs collimated radiation at 10 GHz
through the plasma plume. The diagnostic consisits of a small
movable RF probe coupled to a Hewlett-Packard HP 8510 network
analyzer.
• The arcjet plume will cause the antenna radiation to deflect up-
ward, since the index of refraction is less than unity within the
plasma. This changes both the magnitude and phase of the near
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field distribution, as shown in Figure 5. The effect is small and
is concentrated towards the region closest to the plume. The in-
duced phase shift in this region is _ 8 ° and the magnitude change
is of the order of 2.5 decibels. In addition a dark region extending
for _2 cm is observed.
• The arcjet thruster requires a modest vacuum for operation ,_
lO-4torr. To reduce the effect of wall reflections we will make use
of the time domain gating feature of the HP 8510 analyzer. In
this technique measurements are made over a broad frequency
range in the AC steady state, and Fourier transformed to the
time domain via the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). The FFT is
applied over a finite bandwidth of positive frequencies. Gating in
the time domain is then applied to eliminate the reflections, the
latter being shifted in time by the extra path length traveled. The
gated data is then transformed back into the frequency domain.
• Time gating introduces several sources of error:
1. The finite sampling used for the FFT causes aliasing if the
extra path length for reflections is too large and/or multiple
reflections do not die out quickly.
2. Short path lengths might not be separable in time.
• Aliasing problem can be reduced by using a sufficiently small
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chamber so that the first reflections can be gated out, and vac-
uum compatible microwave absorbing material which can alleviate
multiple bounce effects.
• Because the plasma is dispersive the time domain pulses will be
distorted thus complicating the task of gating out the reflections.
• A numerical simulation has been done ( shown in Figure 6) where
the frequency spectrum of the input signal is assumed Gaussian
with a center frequency of 15 GHz and a FWHM of 2.94 GHz.
• In Figure 6(b) is shown the magnitude of the transformed pulse
shape of the input signal. The output of this signal after propa-
gating through a homogeneous plasma slab of thickness d = 20crn
is computed by assuming that each frequency component under-
goes a phase shift of-(wd/c)x/1 -w_/w 2. The results are shown
in Figure 6(c) for different plasma frequencies.
• It is shown that as long as the frequency range of measurement is
sufficiently above the plasma frequency, no significant pulse dis-
tortion will occur. The observed pulse delay is also not significant.
• \Ve have set up a test facility consisting of an antenna chamber,
antennas, and an HP 8510 analyzer. We have verified basic sys-
tem operation, using time gating on induced reflections. We have
5O
successfully compared predicted and measured effects of various
dielectrics (such as paraffin) to high accuracy.
• After completing a proof-of-principle work, we plan to set up the
measurement configuration at NASA Lewis on their arcjet vacuum
facility.
• Figure 7 shows the problem of vacuum chamber wall reflections.
The main beam is illustrated together with two direct reflections -
the side wall refection and the back wall reflection, and a multiple
bounce reflection.
• The following figures illustrate the time gating procedure with
actual HP 8510 measurements:
1. Measured frequency response in "clean" environment, Fig-
ure 8.
2. Frequency response with a strong reflection, Figure 9.
3. Frequency response with gated out reflection, Figure 10.
Gating errors are of major concern and an illustration of the dis-
tortion produced on the frequency response by time gating is il-
lustrated in Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13. Preliminary
calculations were done to estimate the time gating error in terms
of the root mean square error over the measuring frequency span:
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1. For small gating (Figure 12) the frequency response magnitude
rms-error is -_ 1%, and the phase rms-error is .,_ 1.8 °.
2. For large gating (Figure 13) the frequency response magnitude
rms-error is _ 0.5%, and the phase rms-error is _ 0.1 °.
• For a 12-18 GHz reflector feed sweep sampled with 800 points
we obtain a time domain window of 50 nsec, corresponding to an
electrical length of 15 m. In addition the time domain 50% pulse
width is _ 0.1 nsec, corresponding to an electrical length of
4 cm.
• Some considerations on the choice of frequency span are listed
below:
1. Lower frequencies are preferred because more plasma induced
phase shift can be observed. But for lower frequencies the
reflector beam is not well as collimated.
2. Only the interior of the frequency sweep is of concern for the
plume degradation measurements.
3. Most of the frequency sweep is used for time gating.
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nozzle
J. r _ (x,z)
Figure 2:
dinates
Arcjet Thruster Geometry and Coor-
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ORIGINAL P_GE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
_i_ _ 60cmH-P-8510
Network
E
Analyzer
Figure 4: Schematic of the measurement config-
uration, showing approximate ray trajectories in
the presence of the plasma.
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Figure 7: Illustration of Main beam and the dif-
ferent reflections present in vacuum chamber an-
tenna measurements.
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Arcjet plasma plume effect on a microwave reflector antenna
B. W. Birkner, G. A. Hallock, H. Kim, and H. Ling
The University of Texas at Austin. Austin, Texas 78712
(Presented on 8 May 1990)
A configuration is described to measure the effect of the plasma produced by an arcjet
thruster on a reflector antenna. The diagnostic consists of a small movable rf probe coupled
to a Hewlett-Packard 8510 network analyzer. Because the perturbation is expected to
be small ( < 10" pktase shift), wall reflections are an important consideration. To minimize
their effect we use Frurier transform gating techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The availability of large power supplies on the next
generation of communication satellites has provided re-
newed interest in electric propulsion. An arcjet engine is
one of the simplest devices, and current research indicates
that specific impulse levels above 400 s are attainable, I
malting arcjets a very attractive candidate. The use of
arc,let thrusters for station keeping and attitude control can
potentially extend the lifetime of modern communication
satellites up to ten years. This requires arcjets of the _ 1
kW class, which is the focus of the work reported here.
Higher power arcjets are also being developed for boosting
satellites from lower Earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit.
Again the fuel savings over conventional chemical propul-
sion are very large.
The arcjet produces a weakly ionized plasma during
operation. For this technology to be usable on communi-
cation satellites, the signal degradation to and from the
spacecraft due to refraction and attenuation of the micro-
wave signals must be within acceptable limits. Since the
satellites require totally uninterrupted operation, it is nec-
essary to understand both steady-state and transient (star-
tup and shutdown) operation of the thrusters.
A program of both modeling and laboratory experi-
ments is required to establish arcjet compatibility with the
microwave communications. Neither approach alone can
predict the operation of an actual system with adequate
confidence. Modeling relies on plasma parameters which
are not accurately known, and is uncertain because of the
difficulties inherent in wave propagation calculations. Ex-
perimental work is limited by the difficulty in laboratory
simulation of the space environment, particularly bound-
ary conditions, vacuum pressure, and wall reflections. In
addition, accurate nonintrusive measurements of the
plasma parameters are difficult.
II. PLUME MODELING AND RAY TRACING
The arcjet produces a weakly ionized plasma plume,
which extends 10's of centimeters from the thruster nozzle.
The cold plasma model provides a very good approxima-
tion to the electromagnetic behavior, with the index of
refraction given by N = x/l--ta_/to 2, where a_p is the
electron plasma frequency. The plasma frequency depends
on the electron number density (to_ = nee2/meEo), which
has been experimentally measured by Carney using Lang-
muir probes in a laboratory facility. 2 The electron density
is _ 10 _° cm -_ close to the thruster nozzle, and is well
modeled by a 1/(distance squared) falloff away from the
nozzle times a factor giving exponentially decreasing den-
sity with angle away from the thruster axis. 3 A contour
plot showing the measurement locations and a least-
squares fit to the data is shown in Fig. I. The microwave
communication frequencies are typically only a factor of
2-20 above the plasma frequency close to the thruster, and
therefore the plasma behaves as a very dispersive medium.
To study the effect of the plasma on the performance of
on-board reflector antennas, the arcjet plume is modeled as
an inhomogeneous scatterer with a smoothly varying re-
fractive index. Since the plume size is the order of several
wavelengths, geometrical optics is used to calculate the
wave propagation. The trajectory, phase, amplitude, and
polarization of the high-frequency ray field are computed
numerically, based on the laws of geometrical optics, a
Once the ray optics field transmitted through the
plume on the near-field aperture is found, the far-field pat-
tern of the antenna can be calculated by its Fourier trans-
form. 5Two-dimensional calculations have been performed,
and we are now extending our analysis to full 3-D geom-
etry. Results indicate the plume can cause serious pointing
errors, especially for very narrow beam antennas. Deteri-
oration in both the main beam and sidelobes has been ob-
served in the calculations. 6'7
III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Experimental verification of our calculated results is
very important, because the geometrical optics assump-
tions which underlie the ray-tracing methods are not well
satisfied by the plasma plume. We are therefore planning to
experimentally measure the effect of the plume on the re-
flector antenna pattern. The issue for satellite communica-
tions is the plume effect on the far-field radiation pattern.
This is difficult to simulate in the laboratory, however,
particularly with the arcjet vacuum requirements. A near-
field experiment is more appropriate, and also provides a
very sensitive test of our code. If the near-field calculations
are verified correct, then our far-field predictions should be
very accurate.
The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 2. A
40-cm-diam reflector antenna directs collimated radiation
at 10 GHz through the plasma plume. The diagnostic con-
sists of a small movable rf probe coupled to a Hewlett-
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Packard 8510 network analyzer. With the arcjet operating
the antenna radiation is deflected upward, since the index
of refraction is less than unity within the plasma. This
changes both the magnitude and phase of the near-field
distribution, as shown in Fig. 3. These calculations are for
the probe location shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2, with
Y = 0 referenced to the arcjet nozzle. The effect is rela-
tively small, and concentrated toward the region closest to
the plume. Here the maximum induced phase shift is _8"
and the magnitude change the order of 2.5 decibels.
The arcjet thruster requires a modest vacuum for op-
eration, typically - l0 -4 Torr. Microwave reflections, par-
ticularly from the wall behind the rf probe, are a consid-
erable problem because of the relatively small tank
dimensions ( - 1 m× 1 m× 1 m). Some attenuation will be
obtained with vacuum compatible microwave absorbing
material (Eccosorb FDS), which provides _3 dB/mm at-
tenuation at 3 GHz. The absorbing material will damp
multiple reflections.
To eliminate primary reflections we will make use of
the time domain gating feature of the HP85 l0 analyzer. In
this technique measurements are made over a broad ire-
sl/ [ __:Pr°be
50 cm 60.crn
FIG. 2. Schematic of the measurement configuration, showing approxi-
mate ray trajectories in the presence of the plasma.
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FIG. 3. Calculated near-field magnitude and phase (referenced to the
antenna plane) with and without the plasma.
quency range in the ac steady state, and Fourier trans-
formed to the time domain. Gating can then be applied in
the time domain to eliminate the reflections, since they are
shifted in time by the extra path length traveled. The gated
data are then transformed back into the frequency domain.
Because the measurements do not extend to zero frequency
(to> top), the FFT is performed over positive frequencies
only. This operation preserves distinct time domain fea-
tures (uniform response in the frequency domain trans-
forms to a pulse in the time domain), although the time
domain data are complex.
Several sources of error must be considered when using
time gating, s The finite sampling used for the FFT causes
aliasing if the extra path length for reflections is too large.
If the path difference is too small, the reflections will not be
time separated from the main signal (whlch_is broadened
by dispersion and the limited range of frequehcy measure-
ments). Aliasing is not expected to be a problem, because
of the small tank dimensions and use of some absorbing
material. Separation of the reflections may be difficult,
however.
The plasma is dispersive and distorts the transformed
time domain pulse shape, complicating the task of time
gating. A numerical simulation is shown in Fig. 4, where
the frequency spectrum of the input signal is assumed to be
Gaussian with a center frequency of 15 GHz and a FWHM
of 2.94 GHz. The magnitude of the transformed pulse
shape of the inpu't si_al is shown in Fig. 4(a). The cor-
responding FWHM of the pulse is 0.3 ns. The output of
this signal after propagating through a homogeneous
plasma slab of thickness d = 20 cm is computed, by assum-
ing that each frequency component undergoes a phase shift
of -- (tad c) x/1 _to2/ta2. This is shown in Fig. 4(b) for
different plasma frequencies. It is observed that as long as
the frequency range of measurement is sufficiently above
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FIG. 4. Simulated time domain output of (a) the input pulse shape and
(b) the output pulse shapes after propagation through a 20 cm plasma
slab.
the plasma frequency, no significant pulse distortion will
occur. The observed pulse delay is also not significant.
We have set up a test facility consisting of an antenna
chamber, antennas, and HP8510 analyzer. We have veri-
fied basic system operation, using time gating on induced
reflections. We have successfully compared predicted and
measured effects of various dielectrics (such as paraffin) to
high accuracy. Our current facility does not have vacuum
capabilities, however. After completing this proof-of-
principle work, we plan to set up the measurement config-
68
uration at NASA Lewis on their arcjet vacuum facility. 2
This is expected to begin during the summer of 1990.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Electric satellite positioning and propulsion is now
practical because of the substantial power supplies now
designed into the spacecraft. One of the most critical issues
for its use on communication satellites is the effect of the
thruster plasma on microwave communication systems.
We have done extensive modeling and analysis of this
problem, and are now verifying this work experimentally.
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EFFECT OF ARC JET PLUME ON SATELLITE
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The effect of an arcjet plume on the performance of satellite reflector antennas is
studied. The arcjet plume is modeled as a weakly ionized plasma. Spatial permittivity
distribution of the plume is approximated using the available measurement data of the
electron density profile and a cold plasma model. Geometrical optics is applied to
determine the ray paths as well as the transmitted fields through the inhornogeneous plume.
The ray optics results are compared against several exact solutions for scattering from
inhomogeneous dielectrics and good agreement is observed for sufficiently large scatterer
size. The far field antenna patterns of the reflector in the presence of the plume are
calculated from the transmitted ray fields using a ray-tube integration scheme. For arcjet
prototypes in the 1-kW class, the plume effect on the antenna performance is small. As the
electron density increases (corresponding to higher arcjet power), a gradual degradation of
the main beam and sidelobe level is observed. In addition, the main beam tends to squint
away from the plume region.
This work is supported by the NASA Lewis Research Center under Cooperative
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1. INTRODUCTION
An arcjet thruster is an electrothermal propulsion device being developed by NASA
and the aerospace industry for stationkeeping and attitude control on future generation
satellites. Because of its high efficiency, this device could potentially extend the lifetime of
modem communication satellites up to ten years. The operating principle of the arcjet
consists of heating a gas mixture (e.g., nitrogen-hydrogen) by means of a high temperature
arc discharge. The heated propellant is then ejected through a nozzle to produce thrust.
Recent arcjet research indicates that specific impulse levels well above 400 sec are attainable
at the 1-kW level [1], making arcjets a very attractive candidate to replace the existing
resistojet technology for auxiliary propulsion on satellites. One important issue which
arises in the actual spacecraft integration of arcjet technology is the environmental impact of
the arcjet plume, especially on microwave communication systems. The arcjet produces a
weakly ionized plasma, which modifies the free space normally surrounding the satellite
and causes refraction and attenuation of the microwave signals to and from the spacecraft.
This is a primary user concern that must be addressed quantitatively before the arcjet
technology can be fully accepted by the communication satellite industry.
In this paper, the effect of an arcjet plume on the performance of on-board reflector
antennas is studied (Fig. 1). The arcjet plume is modeled as an inhomogeneous scatterer
with a smoothly varying index of refraction. The spatial distribution of the refractive index
is related to the measured electron density data [2] based on the cold plasma model. To
study the propagation of the microwave signal through the inhomogeneous plasma plume,
geometrical optics is used. Choosing geometrical optics to attack this problem is motivated
by several considerations: (a) the plume size of interest is more than several wavelengths in
extent, (b) the permittivity distribution of the plume is smoothly varying, and (c) a ray
approach is compatible with existing reflector analysis codes. A "shooting and bouncing
ray" (SBR) scheme, developed earlier for characterizing the radar cross section of engine
inlets [3], is adopted in implementing the present analysis. A set of rays is shot from the
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reflector aperture toward the plume. The trajectory, phase, amplitude and polarization of
the high frequency ray field transmitted through the plume are computed numerically based
on the laws of geometrical optics [4]. To validate the geometrical optics results,
comparisons with several exact solutions to scattering from inhomogene, ous dielectric
bodies are made. Once the ray optics field transmitted through the plume is found on a
near-field aperture, the far field performance degradation of the reflector in the presence of
the plume can be fully characterized. Several plume-to-reflector configurations are studied.
The resulting gain loss, pointing error and sidelobe degradation are crucial in determining
realistic constraints on the location and maximum power output of the arcjet for spacecraft
integration.
2. PLUME MODEL
Available experimental data taken from Langmuir probe measurements indicate that
the arcjet plume consists of a weakly ionized plasma with electron density which varies as a
function of the operating conditions and the distance from the nozzle [2]. The measured
electron temperature of the plasma is well below 1 eV, indicating that a cold plasma model
should be adequate in describing the plume. It is also estimated that both the collisional
effect and the anisotropy due to the earth magnetic field are very small [5]. Therefore, the
refractive index for this unmagnetized cold plasma depends only on the electron density and
can be modeled as
yz= & = n ez (1)
eo o 2 ' °v2= rn_
where tOp is the plasma frequency and ne is the electron density. From experimental data,
the spatial distribution of the plume electron density is observed to obey approximately the
functional form
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a 1
ne = _ exp (-¢x 0) era-3 (r in cm, 0 in degrees) (2)
where r is the distance from the nozzle and 0 is measured from the plume center line along
the x-axis (see Fig. 2(a)). Numerically, a 1 is equal to the on-axis electron density 1 cm
away from the arcjet nozzle. It is a strong function of the arcjet power, but also depends on
other parameters such as propellant type and mass flow rate. Typical values for the
constants a 1 and a are found, through curve-fitting to experimental data, to be 3x1012 cm -1
and 0.03 deg -1, respectively. A more detailed description of the curve-fitting algorithm to
the experimental data can be found in [5]. Using the above values, contour plots of the
relative dielectric constant are generated. Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are the plume profiles at 3
GHz and 1 GHz, respectively. The contour levels are 0.02 apart with the outermost
contour representing a relative dielectric constant of 0.98. Subsequent inner contours have
decreasing dielectric constants. Very close to the nozzle, the dielectric constant can become
negative due to the high electron density (and thus high plasma frequency) there. This
corresponds to the cutoff for wave propagation (o><t_p). Comparing the two contour plots,
we observe that the physical size of the plume increases as the frequency of the microwave
signal is decreased. On the other hand, the electrical size of the plume (measured in terms
of the free space wavelength) remains essentially independent of the frequency.
], RAY TRACING THROUGH INHOMOGENEOUS PLUME
Once the plume model is established, geometrical optics is applied to calculate the
propagation of the microwave signal through the plume. The solution of geometrical optics
fields in an isotropic inhomogeneous medium was ftrst derived by Luneburg more than
thirty years ago and is documented in detail by Kline and Kay [4], Born and Wolf [6] and
most recently, Bremmer and Lee [7]. Most numerical implementations of the ray solution
for arbitrary media have been associated with studies of radio wave propagation in the
ionosphere [8] and have not been widely reported in the antenna community. Senol and
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Romine[9] used ray optics to study the effect of rocket plume on antenna performance, but
their work was based on a scalar theory. Below the relevant equations for determining the
ray trajectories as well as the associated phase, amplitude and polarization of the field along
the ray are described. The detailed numerical implementation of these equations can be
found in [10]. The trajectory of a ray in space is governed by the vector differential
equation
d
d-.=_• (N_') = VN (3)
where '_ is a unit tangent vector of the ray at a point in space and the arclength s is measured
along the curved ray trajectory (see Fig. 3). For an arbitrary inhomogeneous medium with
index of refraction N(_), the trajectory of a ray can be determined by solving the above
equation numerically. For example, by finite differencing, we obtain the difference
equation
N(T)+AT )) _ (_ + AT)) = N(_) _(_) + As VN(T*+ AT)/'2 ) (4)
which allows us to solve for the subsequent ray trajectory once the initial direction _ of a
ray at point T) is given. When the medium is homogeneous, the ray trajectory reduces to a
straight line, as expected. From the above expression, we also observe that the ray
trajectories are continuously being altered in the direction of the refractive index gradient.
Therefore, the ray paths will tend to bend toward regions of higher refractive index. Since
the refractive index of the plasma is always less than unity, it is expected that the rays will
bend away from the plume.
Once the ray trajectory is determined, the phase variation along the ray path is given
by Fermat's relationship:
P2
[S(P1)-S(P2)] = I N ds (5)
Pl
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The complete geometrical optics field along the ray can also be determined. The field at
point P2 on the ray path is related to that at PI by the relationship
(P2) = 52 E(PI)_ (DF) exp{-jk0[S(P2)-S(Pl)] } (6)
The quantity DF, or the so-caned divergence factor, can be interpreted physically as a
factor which accounts for the spreading of the differential ray tube such that the energy
carried by the ray tube remains constant (Fig. 3). The divergence factor is derivable from
the first order transport equation and is given by
P2
Pl
or
P2
DF = exp{- ( _11 + _2 ) ds } (7b)
where R 1 and R 2 are the two principal radii of curvature of the wavefront along the ray.
Because of its simple geometrical interpretation, equation (7b) is better suited for numerical
implementation of the divergence factor than (7a).
A A
The polarization vector e 2 is related to the polarization vector at P1, e 1, in the
following manner:
A A A A A
e 2 = n cos(O0-O) + b sin(O0-O) (8)
where
P2
00tanl !
O_0 P
A A A
e 1 =na 0 + b_ 0
ds
and
A A A
(t x t') • t"
^ ^2
It xt'l
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In the above expressions,n , b and t arerespectivelythe normal, binormal and tangent
vectorsalong [he ray (seeFig.4). % isthe "torsion"of the ray trajectoryin space. Itisa
measure of [he turningof [hebinormal vector.Note [hat[hepolarizationve,ctordepends on
[he torsionof [he ray trajectory.For planarray paths,the torsioniszero and therefore[he
electricfieldremains ata constam anglo with respectto the normal and binormal vectors
along theray.
Based on [he ray opticsequations,a two-dimensional and a [hr,-dimensional ray-
tracingprogram have been developed forarbitraryinhomogeneous media. Resultsof the
programs have boon verifiedagainsttheexact solutionin"Maxwelrs fishcye"which has a
refractiveindex described by N(r) = N O / [ I + (r/a)2 ]. The circularray trajectories
generatedby thenumerical routineagreevery wellwith the exactsolution.The divergence
{'actorcalculationisalsochocked against[heexactsoludon derivedby Bremmor and Leo [7]
and found to be accurate. Shown in Fig. 5 isray trajectorygenerated using the [hroo-
dimensional ray code for a "two-dimensionalfishoyo"medium which has refractiveindex
profileN(p) = N O /[ I + (p/a)2]. With a non-zero z-component in theinidalray direction,
the ray trajectoryspiralsabout [he z-axisin a helix. Also shown as tickmarks are the
electric field vectors along [he ray path.
.4, VALIDATION OF RAY RESULTS
In order to validate the geometrical optics theory and its numerical implementation,
several scattering problems are investigated. First, the two-dimensional scattering of a
plane wave by an inhomogeneous circular cylinder with a continuous and radially-varying
refractive index is considered (see Fig. 6). To establish a reference solution, the series
expansion soludon to scattering from a mtdd-layered circular cylinder [11] is implemented
to approximate the exact solution. A smoothly varying refractive index profile
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L 1 , p>a
(9)
is chosen, where b=[l+er(O)]/2 and c=[l- er(O)]/[l+er(O) ]. To generate a numerical
solution utilizing the two-dimensional ray tracing routine, a set of collimated rays from the
incident plane wave direction are traced through the inhomogeneous dielectric. Shown in
Fig. 7 is the ray trajectories inside the inhomogeneous cylinder for er(0)=0.5. The rays
tend to bend away from the center region which has a lower refractive index. Once the ray
fields entering and exiting the scatterer are determined, the scattered far field can be found
by carrying out the radiation integral one ray tube at a time. This "ray-tube integration"
formulation is similar to those reported earlier [3],[ 12].
Figs. 8(a)-(d) are comparisons of the E-polarized scattering widths of a cylinder with
_(0)--0.5 calculated using the ray formulation and those obtained from the multi-layered
solution for cylinders of different radii. Ten layers per wavelength is used in the multi-
layered solution in order to simulate a smooth refractive index profile. It is observed that
for scatterer diameter above 3 free space wavelengths, the agreement between the two
results is very good in the forward scattering region. This is as expected since the
geometrical optics theory should become more accurate as the frequency is increased. For
angles far away from the forward(S=0 °) direction, the exact solution is more than 30 dB
below the forward scattering strength. In this region, the accuracy of the ray results is
limited by the numerical noise floor arising from the finite ray density used in the
calculation. The same comparisons can be made for the H-polarized case. In fact, based
on the ray formulation, it can be shown that the scattering pattern of the H-polarization is
identical to that of the E-polarized case. From the exact solution, it is also found that as the
scatterer size is increased beyond 3 Z, the scattering widths of the two polarizations become
essentially identical. This is consistent with the commonly held notion that the scattering
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pattern is not very sensitive to polarization in the high frequency regime. Fig. 9 shows the
comparison of the scattering widths of a cylinder of diameter 6 _. calculated using the ray
approach and those obtained from the multi-layered solution for _(0)--3.0. In this case the
rays are attracted toward the center and caustic points exist inside the cylinder. Again the
ray results agree very well with the multi-layered solution.
Next, the scattering from an inhomogeneous sphere is carried out as a three-
dimensional validation example. A refractive index profile similar to (9) is chosen, except
that the variable P is replaced by the three-dimensional radial varible r in the expression.
The series expansion solution to scattering from a multi-layered sphere [ 13] is implemented
to approximate the exact solution to the problem. The ray optics results arc generated from
the three-dimensional ray tracing code and a three-dimensional ray-tube integration scheme
similar to that used in the two-dimensional case. The comparisons between the two results
for a sphere of diameter 6 _. are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) for _(0)---0.5 and 3.0,
respectively. Agreement between the ray results and the multi-layered solution is consistent
with the two-dimensional cases.
5, REFLECTOR PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION
With the ray optics method validated, the effects of the arcjet plume on reflector
performance are investigated. (Some preliminary results have been reported earlier in [14]
and [15]). Shown in Fig. 1 l(a) is the three-dimensional geometry of the case under study.
The reflector is assumed to have a diameter of 60 cm (20 _. at 10 GHz) and a 10-dB
aperture edge taper. The initial ray bundle after reflection from the reflector surface is
assumed to be perfectly collimated and has perfect linear polarization in the y.direction.
Also shown in the figure are ray trajectories through a plume with parameter al=lxl014
cm "1. As expected the rays tend to bend away from the high electron density region near
the nozzle. The direction, phase, amplitude and polarization of the ray field transmitted
through the plume axe computed on an exit aperture plane Za=50 cm. The far field of the
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reflector in the presence of the plume can be related to the transmitted field on the aperture
plane through the standard radiation integral as follows:
-_ e-jkr ^ ^
E = _ (0A o + t)A_) (10)
A¢_ z=z a plane
,(-i
sin0 x + sint) sin0 y + cos0 Za)] dxdy
x E (_) + rl
°] --, ^x H (r-_) }. z
To evaluate the above aperture integral, we follow a "ray-tube integration" procedure
similar to those used in Sec. 4 and sum up the contributions from all rays arriving on the
aperture [3], [12]. Carrying out the ray-tube integration over the aperture plane results in
A0,¢ = ( jk ) Z (Area)proj exp[ jk(cost) sin0 x i + sint) sin0 Yi + cos0 Za)]
4n ith ray
• B0,¢ • S(0, t)) (11)
where
B0 = [ sint) Ey,i + cosf Ex, i ] + 1"1 [ cos0 cost) Hy,i - cos0 sint) Hx, i ]
Be = [ cosO cost) Ey,i -cosO sint) Ex, i ] + rl [ - sint) Hy,i - cost) Hx, i ]
2Jl(U)
S(0, t)) = u , u = ka'_/(cost) sin0 - tx) 2 + (sint) sin0 - ty) 2
(Area)in l
(Area)proj = ga 2 = _ (_) --- the projected area of the ray tube on the aperture plane,
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(Area)inistheinitialray tubesizebeforetheplasma.
In deriving(II),we have assumed thattheray directionisgiven by _ --tx _ + ty _ + tz _,
and thatthemagnetic fieldisrelatedtotheelectricfieldthrough H = (_ x E )/11.
The reflectorpatternsalong the two principalplanesforthegeometry inFig.11(a)are
computed and plottedinFigs.II(b)and (c).Small but noticeabledegradationsin themain
beam and the sidclobc regions arc observed. In particular,the main beam is found to
squintaway from borcsightintheH-plane. This effectcan be interpretedphysicallyifwc
ignore,to the firstorder,therefractionof the raysthrough the plume. Wc can then argue
thatthc rays travelingclosertothe nozzlemust experiencea smallertotalphase shiftthan
thosefartheraway from the nozzleduc tothe lower pcrrnittivityof the innerplume region.
Consequently, the transmittedfieldon the exitaperturez=za has a tiltedphase distribution
which leadsto themain beam squintingaway from theplume region. In thisexample, the
beam (bcamwidth=3.0 °) experiences a 0.75° (0.25 BW) beam squint away from the
borcsight.This translatesintoa 0.94 dB gain loss. For very narrow beam antennas,this
effectcould become more serious. The E-plane patternin Fig. Il(c) shows a higher
sidclobclevelthan the H-plane pattern,and a noticeablecrosspolarizationlevelduc to the
plume. Figs.12(a)and (b)show thereflectorfar-fieldpatternsunder a higherpower arcjct
operating condtion (al=3xl014 cm'1). The deteriorationof the reflectorperformance is
morc severe. The beam squintand borcsightgain lossarc respectively,1.5° and 4.84 dB.
Finally,itisworth notingthatthe valuesof aIused inthe above examples arcsignificantly
higher than themeasurements reportedin [2].These largervalues,through extrapolation
of the cxpcrimcntal data,should correspond to arcjctsoperatingin the 3-kW range. For
at=3xl012 cm -I,corresponding to the l-kW classlaboratoryprototypes used in [2],the
refiector pattern degradation is very small.
Next, a different plume configuration is studied where the plume is oriented
horizontally along the y-axis and the nozzle position is located at (x--0, y--30 cm, z=0), as
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shown in Fig. 13(a). The reflector geometry and the arcjet power are kept identical to those
of Fig. 12. The reflector patterns in the two principal planes are plotted in Figs. 13(b) and
(c). In this case, the plume distribution has no symmetry along either the H- or the E-plane
of the reflector and the beam squint phenomenon can be observed in both planes. In the H-
plane, the beam squints toward the 4-0 direction, as expected. In the E-plane, it may f'trst
appear that the beam should squint away from the nozzle and toward the +0 direction.
However, closer examination of the plume profile reveals that there is more plume blockage
in the y>0 half of the aperture. Therefore, the beam squints toward the -0 direction. The
gain loss at the boresight is 1.18 dB. By comparing the antenna patterns in Fig. 12 to
those in Fig. 13, we notice that the overall pattern degradation is much less severe in the
case presented in Fig. 13. We therefore conclude that the plume effect on reflector
performance is strongly dependent on the actual plume-to-reflector configuration.
6, SUMMARY
The effect of an arcjet plume on the performance of satellite reflector antennas has
been investigated. The arcjet plume is modeled as a weakly ionized plasma. Spatial
permittivity distribution of the plume is approximated based on the cold plasma model and
the available measurement data of the electron density profile. Geometrical optics is applied
to determine the ray path as well as the transmitted field strength through the
inhomogeneous plume. The scattered fields calculated from geometrical optics have been
verified against the multi-layered solutions to radially inhomogeneous two-dimensional
cylinders and three-dimensional spheres. The far field patterns of the reflector in the
presence of the plume have been computed for various cases and the resulting degradations
have been studied. As the electron density is increased (corresponding to higher arcjet
power), a gradual degradation of the reflector pattern is observed. The most significant and
interesting effect is a beam squinting phenomenon which results in antenna gain loss and
pointing error. The amount of degradation is also shown to be strongly dependent on the
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plume-to-reflectorconfiguration.Thecapabilites developed in this work can be applied to
model more realistic antenna configurations on satellites. The quantitative information
generated will be crucial in determining realistic constraints on the location and maximum
power output of the arcjet for spacecraft integration.
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HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM AN
INHOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRIC BODY BY RAY TRACING
Hyeongdong Kim and Hao Ling
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1084
Abstract - A ray formulation is presented for treating the electromagnetic scattering
from electrically large, inhomogeneous objects. A dense grid of rays representing the
incident plane wave is shot toward the inhomogeneous object. At the scatterer boundary,
reflected rays and refracted rays axe generated due to discontinuity of the medium
parameters. The trajectory, amplitude, phase and polarization of the refracted rays are
traced inside the inhomogeneous object based on geometrical optics. Whenever the rays
cross the scatterer surface, additional reflected/refracted rays are generated and are tracked.
This process is repeated until the intensities of the refracted/reflected rays become
negligible. The contributions of the exiting rays to the total scattered field are calculated by
using the equivalence principle in conjuction with a ray-tube integration scheme. The ray
formulation is applied to calculate the bistatic scattering from cylinders and spheres. The
numerical results of the ray formulation are compared with exact series solutions for
homogeneous and inhomogeneous objects.
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS-8657524 and
in part by the NASA Lewis Research Center under Cooperative Agreement NCC3-127.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The studyof electromagneticscatteringfrom inhomogeneousobjectshasreceiveda
greatdealof attentionbecauseof its importancein manypracticalareassuchasdielectric
lens design,radar signaturesfrom aircraft andmissile plumesand power depositionin
biological tissues. Severalnumerical techniquesareavailable to treat suchproblems.
Among them are the methodof momentssolution using either surfaceintegral [1] or
volume integral equations[2], the unimomentmethod[3], and hybrid methods[4], [5]
combining the finite elementmethodwith the integral equationapproach. All of these
"numericallyexact"methods,however,arelimited to the low frequencyregimewherethe
electricalsizeof thescattereris small,dueto thecomputationtimeinvolvedandtheamount
of computermemoryrequired.For electricallylargescatterers,approximatemethodssuch
ashighfrequencyray techniquesbecomemoreattractive.
Kouyoumjianetal. [6] usedamodifiedgeometricaloptics(GO) approachto study
thebackscatteringfrom electricallylarge,homogeneousdielectricobjects.By tracingrays
analyticallyinsidehomogeneousobjectsof specialshape,goodresultswereobtainedin the
backscatteringdirection. Chen [7] formulatedthe problem of bistatic scatteringfrom
homogeneousobjectsby consideringdiffracted raysas well asGO rays. However,no
numericalresultswerereportedin his work. In this paper,a ray approachis presentedto
characterizethe scatteringfrom electrically large,inhomogeneousobjects. This work is
motivated by our earlier studyof spaceplasmaeffectson microwave reflector antenna
performance[8]. Sincetheinhomogeneousplasmaplumefrom anarcjetthrusteris largein
termsof thewavelengthof thereflectorantennasignal,ray theoryis applicable.Theray
tracingtechniquedocumentedin thispaperis anaturalextensionof theso-called"shooting
andbouncingray" (SBR)scheme,developedearlierfor calculatingtheradarcrosssection
of partiallyopeninlet structures[9]. A densegrid of geometricalopticraysrepresentingan
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incidentplanewaveis shottowardtheinhomogeneousobject. At the scattererboundary,
reflected rays and refracted rays are generateddue to discontinuity of the medium
parameters(seeFig. 1). Thetrajectory,amplitude,phaseandpolarizationof therefracted
ray are tracedinside the inhomogeneousobject basedon thelaws of geometricaloptics.
Whenever the rays crossthe scatterersurface,additional reflected/refracted rays are
generated and are tracked. This process is repeated until the intensities of the
refracted/reflectedraysbecomenegligibleandtheraytracingalgorithmcanbeterminated.
Thecontributionsof all theexitingraysto theexteriorscatteredfield arethencalculatedby
usingtheequivalenceprinciplein conjuctionwitharay-tubeintegrationscheme[10].
The organizationof this paper is as follows. In Sec.2, the ray formulation is
presented.First, thepropagationof theGO field in anarbitraryinhomogeneousmedium
andthe GO reflection/refractionproblem at a curved dielectric interfacearediscussed.
Onceinformation on the exiting rays are found, a ray tube integration scheme,which
consistsof summingthescatteredfieldsfrom individualraytubes,is consideredin orderto
arrive atthe scatteredfield in theexteriorregion. In Sec.3, numericalresultsfor various
inhomogeneousobjects arepresented. They arecomparedagainst the available exact
solutions. Finally, some conclusions are summarized in See. 4.
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II. FORMULATION
The geometry of the scattering problem is shown in Fig. 1. An inhomogeneous
object, which is defined by the constitutive parameters E and iz (or refractive index
N==(Er_r)l/2), is illuminated by an incident plane wave in free space. The refractive index of
the scatterer is assumed to be smoothly varying, except at the scatterer boundary. The
objective is to determine the scattered field using a ray tracing approach. To represent the
incident plane wave, a large number of rays are shot toward the inhomogeneous object. The
incident rays encounter the scatterer boundary and reflected rays and refracted rays are
generated, e.g., at point 1 in Fig. 1. The refracted rays propagate inside the object and
eventually encounter the scatterer boundary (point 2 in Fig. 1). Again reflected rays and
refracted rays are generated, except this time the refracted rays exit the scatterer while the
reflected rays bounce off the boundary and propagate inside the inhomogeneous object. The
intensities of the reflected rays should become weaker after every bounce against the
boundary and this process can be terminated after several bounces. To account for the ray
reflection and refraction at the curved scatterer boundary, the geometrical optics solution
described in [4] is summarized in Sec. 2.1. Next, ray tracing in an arbitrary
inhomogeneous medium is implemented numerically. The relevant equations [3] for the ray
trajectory, the associated phase, amplitude and polarization of the ray field are detailed in
Sec. 2.2. Finally, whenever a ray exits the scatterer boundary, the contribution of the ray to
the total scattered field is calculated by a ray-tube integration scheme [9,11]. The integration
is taken over the projection of the ray tube on the scatterer boundary and the fields on the
scatterer boundary is approximated by the ray fields. This scheme is described in Sec. 2.3.
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2.1. GO Reflection/Refraction at the Curved Scatterer Boundary
When a ray is incident upon the scatterer boundary, a reflected ray and a refracted
ray are generated due to the discontinuity in the medium parameters. To determine the
fields associated with the reflected and refracted rays as they propagate away from the
boundary, their initial values including the ray directions, amplitudes, polarizations and
wavefront curvatures are needed at the impact point. Let _i, _r, tt be the direction vectors
of the incident, reflected and refracted rays, respectively. The plane defined by _i and _ is
the plane of incidence and _ is a unit vector perpendicular to that plane (see Fig. 2). tr, it
can be determined by Snelrs law as follows:
tr'_)=ti._, tr°V=0, =1
A A _ _ Inl (tr'n)=n2(ti'n), tt'_=0, tt =1 (1)
For the amplitude and polarization calculation, Fresnel's formulas for a planar interface can
be used for a curved interface under the high frequency approximation. The incident field
is fh'st decomposed into its perpendicular and parallel components as follows (refer to Fig.
2):
.... "i "i . "i ^i
_i = ( E'-_ )_ + ( _.0 )0 (2)
The reflected and transmitted fields at the impact point on the boundary are then obtained by
using the planar reflection and transmission coefficients:
where
_.i "'i "r , ____fi^i "r
_r=R(E.¢)¢ +R(E'0)0
. ,,,.i _,t . -'-i ^t
= T( _.¢ )¢ + T'( _.0 )0
(3)
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R_f-_-_ cos Oi- ,_f'_cos Ot
v E1
cos 0, + ,__/"_cos Ot
v E1
T= I+R
i
R--
cos 0i- 'a_/'-_cos 0t
V E2
COS Oi + ,_ _/'-_'2-COS Ot
V 1_2
5¢/g2elT'= (1 +R') E2gtl
^i
O = UCOS Oi - nsm 0i
"-r
0 =-_cos 0i - _sin 0i
"_'t
0 =-_cos 0t- _sin Ot
"i "r ^t
¢ =¢ =¢
0i and 0t: incident angle and transmitted angle.
Information on the reflected and refracted wavefronts are necessary in order to
determine the ray fields away from the scatterer boundary. The curvatures of the reflected
and refracted wavefronts can be compactly represented by the wavefront curvature
matrices, _r and _t [16], from which the principal radii of curvature and the principal
directions can be extracted. The curvature matrices _r and _t can be determined by
enforcing the phase matching condition on the scatterer boundary. This results in the
following matrix equations, relating with the incident wavefront curvature matrix _i and the
boundary surface curvature matrix _s, to _ and _t:
BTQrBr = Bi_iBi-2COS 0iQ s (4)
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where
n2BT_tB = Bi_iBi + (nn1-_2os et-cos ei)QsFI1 t"_ t 1
Bi, t =
^i,t ...
0 °u
"i,t .-.
°u
O ,v cos Oi.t 0
^i,t .-. 0 1
-v
"':Ior °0 1
The curvature matrices _s, _i, _r, _t are described by the basis vector sets (_, _ ),
_'i "4 "r "1" "_t ^t
( 0, ¢ ), ( 0, ¢ ), ( 0, ¢ ), respectively. Once _ and _t are determined from the above
matrix equations, they may be diagonalized in the standard fashion to arrive at their
eigenvectors (principal vectors) and eigenvalues (principal radii of curvature). These
information are used subsequently to calculate the ray field inside the inhomogeneeous
scatterer.
2.2. Ray Propagation in lnhomogeneous Media
The propagation of a ray field inside the inhomogeneous scatterer, including the ray
trajectories and the associated phase, amplitude and polarization, is considered. The
solution of geometrical optic fields in inhomogeneous media was first derived by Luneburg
more than 30 years ago and has been documented in detail by Kline and Kay [13], Born
and Wolf [14] and most recently, Bremmer and Lee [15]. It is important to point out that
the ray optics field is a high-frequency approximation to the exact full-wave solution. In
referring to high frequencies, the key is the relation of the scatterer size and curvature of the
wavefront to wavelength. Therefore, the following summarized results concerning ray
tracing are valid only when the medium properties, represented by E and _t or hi"(enttr) 1/'2,
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vary slowly and continuously over distances of several wavelengths. When the variation
of the medium is not smooth, a full wave analysis is required. Ray optics also fails near
focal points, or on caustic surfaces, where it predicts an infinite field.
The ray trajectory in space is governed by the vector differential equation:
A
d ( nt ) = Vn
ds (5)
where t is a unit tangent vector at a point along the ray. The arclength s is measured along
the ray trajectory, and N is the refractive index. For an arbitrary inhomogeneous medium
with a continuous index of refraction N, the trajectory of each ray can be traced by solving
the above vector differential equation. At points where N is discontinuous, the differential
equation does not apply. Instead, a reflected ray and a refracted ray are generated, as
discussed earlier.
Once the ray trajectory is determined, the phase variation along the the ray is given
by Fermat's relationship:
S(P1 ) = S(P2) + n ds (6)
The complete ray optics field at point P2 can be determined from the values at point P1 by
the following equation:
E(P2) = e2 E(P1) _ (DF) exp{-jko[S(P2)-S(P1)] } (7)
The field amplitude for a lossless medium is governed by the quantity (DF), the so-called
divergence factor, which accounts for the expansion of the differential ray tube so that the
energy carded by the ray tube remains constant (see Fig. 3). The divergence factor is given
by
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2
(8)
where R 1 and R 2 are the two principal radii of curvature of the wavefront along the ray.
The directions in which the radii of curvature at a point on the wavefront have minimum
and maximum values def'me the two principal directions.
The polarization vector e2 at P2 is related to the polarization vector el at P1 by the
equation:
where
e2 = n2cos(00-0) + bzsin(00 -0) (9)
2Oo= tanl( o-), 0 = 'cds
el =nOlO +b_O , '_=
(txt').t"
In the above equation, _, b and t are respectively the normal, binormal and tangent vectors
along the ray, and the prime represents the derivative with respect to the arclength s. x is
the torsion of the ray paths in space. For planar ray paths, the torsion is zero and the
electric field remains at a constant angle with respect to the normal and binormal vectors
along the ray.
2.3. Ray-Tube Integration
Once the total fields on the scatterer boundary (E, H) are calculated, the scattered
field in the exterior region can be calculated based on the equivalence principle [12]. As
shown in Fig. 4, the equivalent surface currents are related to the surface fields by
Js = n × H and Ms = -n x Ewhere _ is the outward surface normal vector. They radiate in
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freespace to give rise to the scattered field. The scattered far field can be calculated by the
following radiation integral:
A
_s = fL_OA0 + ¢A¢] (10)
{ tI_] = J_-_ eJ_'r ×E(r')+ O ×H(r') _ds'
where ¢_, 0 are unit vectors in the direction ¢, 0 and r' is the position vector of the
scatterer surface. However, the fields on the scatterer boundary (E, H), calculated by ray
tracing, are not available on a uniform grid of points over the surface. Direct integration of
the above radiation integral, therefore, cannot be easily carried out and the ray-tube
integration scheme described in [9,11] is used. Since the incident plane wave can be
considered as a superposition of small ray tubes, the contribution of each ray tube to the
scattered field is calculated separately. Whenever the ray tube is reflected/refracted at the
scatterer boundary, the ray tube contribution to the scattered field is calculated.
Referring to Fig. 5, when a small tube of ray exits the scatterer, the field at _ on the
scatterer surface can be approximated as:
E(_)---E(_a)exp {-jk_.(_-_a)} (I1)
H(_) = fi(_a) exp{-jki.(_-_a)}= Z0 exp{-jki.(?-_a) }
where _a describes the position perpendicular to the ray direction and t is the direction of
the exit ray. In other words, the field on the scatterer boundary is assumed to have the
same magnitude as the ray tube and linear phase variation across the ray tube projection on
the surface. The radiation integral in (10) can be applied to calculate the scattered field
contribution of this small ray tube:
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on S
0 ds'
(12)
where
(aA) s(e,0)
s (o, O) =--Z-f(AA) ray tube
projection
eik(k't)'_'-_a) ds'
A A = Area of ray tube projection on surface S = (Ray tube area / cos ( _, t ))
This process is repeated as the ray tube undergoes multiple reflections with the scatterer
boundary, until the remaining energy of the ray tube is negligible with respect to the energy
carried by the incident ray tube. Finally,
as the total scattered field is the superposition of the scattered field of all individual ray
tubes
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m. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Based on the ray formulation in Sec. 2, both a two-dimensional and a three-
dimensional ray tracing code have been implemented. It is found from numerical
experimentation that launching incident rays from a nonuniform grid (refer to Fig. 6) is
more efficient computationally than using uniform ray density. A higher ray density should
be used on the outer region of the scatterer so that the number of rays per unit perimeter (or
in the three-dimensional case, per unit surface area) launched toward the scatterer boundary
is fixed. Convergence test is performed and it is observed that more than four rays per
wavelength of the scatterer perimeter are necessary for convergent results in the two-
dimensional case. A representative convergence test for the backscattering from a circular
cylinder is shown in Fig. 7.
Since the ray formulation is inherently a high-frequency approximation, it is
instructive to investigate the lower bound of validity of the ray results. The ray formulation
is applied to the scattering from homogeneous circular cylinders of different sizes and the
results shown in Figs. 8 - 10. Both the TM and TE bistatic scattering patterns generated
using the ray formulation are superimposed with the exact series solutions for cylinders
with diameter 1_., 4_L and 8X. Note that the ray results, as expected, improve in accuracy
as the size of the object increases. The lower limit of the scatterer size, to which the ray
scattering formulation can be applied, is about three free-space wavelengths. It is also
observed that while the agreement with the exact solution is very good for the TM
polarization, the agreement is not as good for the TE case, particularly near _ --- 150 °. It is
not clear what causes the poor agreement, although the same observation can be made from
Kouyoumjian's work [6].
The ray scattering formulation is next applied to two-dimensional radially
inhomogeneous circular cylinders for both TM and TE incident waves. Since the exact
series solution is available for radially multi-layered cylinders [18], the solution of the
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radially inhomogeneouscylinder is obtainedby modelingit asa cylinderof manylayers
with different refractive indices. More than 10 layers per wavelength are used to
approximatethe exactsolution for the inhomogeneouscylinder. Theray formulation is
appliedto cylinderswith asmoothlyvarying refractive index profile of the form:
where
(13)
1 + 8r(0) 1 - er(0)
b= , c=
2 1 + er(0)
Shown in Figs.11 - 13 are the comparisons of the ray results with the layered solutions for
different er(0) with d=4. The diameter of the cylinders is chosen to be 6 _.. It is observed
that the ray results agree well with the exact solutions for the TM cases. For the TE cases,
the agreements are not as close as those for the TM cases. This could be caused by the GO
reflection/refraction modeling at the scatterer boundary also noted earlier in the
homogeneous case. As a more general application, the ray formulation is applied to an
inhomogeneous cylinder with angular as well as radial variations in the refractive index.
Fig. 14 shows the bistatic scattering patterns.
For three-dimensional cases, the ray formulation is applied to scattering from
inhomogeneous spheres. The three-dimensional refractive index prof'fle is assumed to have
the same radial variation as that of the above two-dimensional inhomogeneous cylinder,
except that the variable P in expression (13) is replaced by the three-dimensional radial
variable r. For comparison, the exact solution is obtained by using the multi-layered
model [ 19] of radially inhomogeneous spheres, as in the two-dimensional case. Shown in
Fig. 15 are the E-plane bistatic scattering patterns for several three-dimensional scatterers.
From the numerical results, it was found that the E-plane and the H-plane scattering
patterns are almost the same, as expected for large scatterers. Fig. 15(a) shows a sphere
without any discontinuity in the refractive index at the boundary. In this case, no reflection
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is generatedat the scattererboundaryand goodagreementis obtained between the ray
results and the exact solution. Figs. 15(b) and 15(c) are the results for, respectively, a
homogeneous sphere and an inhomogeneous sphere with a sharp discontinuity at the
boundary. The agreement between the ray results and the exact solutions is only good in
the forward scattering region. It is also found that the agreement deteriorates as the
refractive index of the scatterer increases. A possible reason for the discrepancies can be
traced back to the reflection/refraction problem for the parallel (TE) polarization case. Since
the three-dimensional results involve both polarizations, the same problem is manifested in
the results. In addition, more accurate high-frequency analysis such as the geometrical
theory of diffraction for materials should be included in the ray tracing. However, we can
see that the approximate scattering patterns can be calculated by this ray formulation, and it
is expected that the ray formulation will be more accurate for the larger scatterers.
As a f'mal note, the present ray approach uses GO fields on the scatterer surface. If
caustic points are located on or near the surface, GO fields are not accurate and the scattered
field calculated based on the surface GO fields will not be accurate. This problem can be
solved by choosing a Huygens' surface larger than the scatterer boundary so that the
caustic points can be avoided. Another problem in the present formulation is the
occurance of total internal reflection, when a ray is incident at an angle greater than the
critical angle in the denser medium. Total internal reflection at a curved interface is a
complicated phenomenon and the conventional Fresnel formulas should be modified. More
detailed discussions are found in [20] - [22].
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IV. CONCLUSION
A ray tracingschemewaspresentedto calculatethebistatic scatteringpatternsfor
electrically large, inhomogeneous objects. Inside the inhomogeneous object, the reflected
and refracted ray bundles from the scatterer boundary were traced based on the laws of
geometrical optics. From the fields and the "footprints" of the ray bundles on the scatterer
boundary, the scattered field pattern was obtained by a ray-tube integration technique. To
test the validity and accuracy of the ray tracing scheme, it was applied to the
electromagnetic scattering of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects. It was
shown that the ray results agree approximately with the exact series solutions. In the
forward scattering region, the agreement is very good. As expected, it was observed that
the accuracy of the ray scheme improved as the size of the object was increased. From
numerical experiments, it was found that the ray tracing scheme is valid for objects greater
than about three free-space wavelengths. Also, it was observed that the accuracy of the ray
scheme deteriorates for objects of high refractive index. More accurate account of the
scattering mechanisms at the object boundary using the geometrical theory of diffraction
may alleviate the limitations of this geometrical optics scheme.
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Figure Ca_tions
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
1. The geometry of ray scheme.
2. Local coordinate system of ray tube at the surface scatterer.
3. Calculation of divergence factor for amplitude variation.
4. The geometry of scattering problem. (a) original problem. (b) equivalent problem.
5.The calculation of the total field on the Huygen surface (at _ from the ray tube field
(at _).
Fig. 6. Non-uniform ray density for effective convergence.
Fig. 7. Convergence test of back scattering field as the number of rays per perimeter length
in wavelength increases.
Fig. 8. The scattering pattern of homogeneous circular with 1 X diameter. (a) TM. (b) TE.
Fig. 9. The scattering pattern of homogeneous circular with 4 X diameter. (a) TM. (b) TE.
Fig. 10. The scattering pattern of homogeneous circular with 8 X diameter. (a) TM. (b)
TE.
Fig. 11. The scattering pattern of inhomogeneous circular cylinder with 2a=6X, er(0)=3
and er(a)=4. (a) TM. (b) TE.
Fig. 12. The scattering pattern of inhomogeneous circular cylinder with 2a=6X, er(0)=6
and er(a)--4. (a) TM. (b) TE.
Fig. 13. The scattering pattern of inhomogeneous circular cylinder with 2a=6_., er(0)=8
and er(a)---4. (a) TM. (b) TE.
Fig. 14. The scattering pattern of angularly inhomogeneous circular cylinder. (a) TM.
(b) TE.
Fig. 15. The scattering pattern of spheres. (a) inhomogeneous with discontinuous
boundary. (a) homogeneous. (c) inhomogeneous discontinuous boundary.
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